**Gift to encourage teaching**
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"It's something we hope the Institute will take note of, and perpetuate," said Dawne L. Minn, Class of '91 president.

The committee's "We're hoping the Institute will pick it up after the years."

So far, the reaction to the MIT Teaching Fund has been extremely positive. Professor of Physics and Dean for Undergraduate Education Margaret L. A. MacVicar '63 expressed her strong support for the class gift committee in a letter.

"I am simply delighted that the Class of '91 has decided to establish support for MIT graduates committed to K-12 service," MacVicar wrote.

It is critical that MIT encourage age and support its students, staff and faculty to undertake the critical challenge of K-12 education facing this nation. The selection of the Class of '91 will be the first formal statement by the students of the Institute endorsing K-12 as a career focus," MacVicar said.

The decision to have the MIT Teaching Fund as the class of '91 senior gift was made after a series of open meetings with students and survey responses from members of the class.

"It was an open process," Silbeck said.

To raise money, the committee will hold a telethon from April 7-10, during which they will call all members of the senior class and ask for pledges.

---

**COD votes to expel Howitt**
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House balcony last July. According to several sources, Moore was under the influence of LSD when he fell.

Grossan said, "I don't see the administration doing anything constructive." He added, "requiring a grad student to be expelt is regressive in nature. Our management consists of top scientists and technologists and our charter is to develop and trade computer systems that predict market movements in financial instruments. We have developed an initial prototype model implemented via neural network technology utilizing advanced research in chaotic systems. This system has shown significant promise. As a result we are looking to expand our research support staff."

COMPENSATION:
- Starting annual salary for individuals with bachelor's degrees is $40,000. Increases are commensurate with contribution and can be dramatic.
- There are positions which we expect to lead to partnership positions in 2 to 4 years.

REQUIREMENTS:
- B.S. Computer Science (or technical degree and significant computer experience). We also require SAT scores in the high 700's.
- Evidence of ability and desire to work hard in an unstructured environment.

**ECONOMIC RECOVERY**

Give yourself and your wallet a rest. The Somerville Holiday Inn may surprise you with all it has to offer our out-of-town travelers:

- Lowest MIT Preferred Rate of $80*
- Complimentary shuttle service to/from MIT
- Free parking
- Holiday Inn Priority Club Points
- Meeting and banquet facilities
- Free parking
- Holiday Inn Club"